
Year 7 Summer Term – 7I - Energy
Key Vocabulary

Keyword Definition

balanced diet
Eating a variety of foods to provide all the things 
the body needs.

diet The food that you eat.

energy
Something that is needed to make things happen 
or change.

joule (J) The unit for measuring energy.

kilojoule (kJ) There are 1000 joules in 1 kilojoule.

nutrient Substance needed in the diet.

atomic/nuclea
r energy

A name used to describe energy when it is stored 
inside materials. 

chemical 
energy

A name used to describe energy when it is stored 
in chemicals. Food, fuel and batteries all store 
chemical energy.

elastic 
potential 
energy

A name used to describe energy when it is stored 
in stretched or squashed things that can change 
back to their original shapes. Another name for 
strain energy.

gravitational 
potential 
energy

A name used to describe energy when it is stored 
in objects in high places that can fall down.

kinetic energy
A name used to describe energy when it is stored 
in moving things.

law of 
conservation 
of energy

The idea that energy can never be created or 
destroyed, only transferred from one store to 
another.

thermal 
energy

A name used to describe energy when it is stored 
in hot objects. The hotter something is the more 
thermal energy it has.

transfer
When energy is moved from one store into another 
or from one place to another we say it is 
transferred.

biofuel A fuel made from plants or animal droppings.

coal A fossil fuel made from the remains of plants.

FuelsWhat is energy?

Energy is stored in several ways:

Energy can then be transferred between stores by:
• heating
• light
• sound
• electricity
• forces.

Humans and other animals need energy to live. The energy resource for our 
bodies is the energy stored in food and we can look at nutritional labels to 
see the amounts of energy stored in foods.

The unit for measuring energy is the joule (J). There is a lot of energy stored 
in food, so we usually measure the energy in food using kilojoules (kJ). 1 kJ = 
1000 J.

Fossil fuel formation

Renewable energy sources
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Section A: Key Vocabulary

Keyword Definition

fuel
A substance that contains a store of chemical or nuclear 
energy that can easily be transferred.

natural gas
Fossil fuel formed from the remains of microscopic dead 
plants and animals that lived in the sea.

non-renewable
Any energy resource that will run out because we cannot 
renew our supplies of it (e.g. oil).

nuclear fuel
Radioactive metals such as uranium. Nuclear fuels are 
used in nuclear power stations to generate electricity.

oil
Fossil fuel formed from the remains of microscopic dead 
plants and animals that lived in the sea.

renewable
An energy resource that will never run out (e.g. solar 
power).

uranium A radioactive metal that can be used as a nuclear fuel.

geothermal 
power

Generating electricity using heat from rocks 
underground.

hydroelectric 
power

Generating electricity by letting moving water (usually 
falling from a reservoir) turn turbines and generators.

photosynthesis
Process that plants use to make their own food. It needs 
light to work.

solar cell
Flat panels that use energy transferred by light to 
produce electricity.

solar panel Flat plates that use energy from the Sun to heat water.

solar power Generating electricity using energy from the Sun.

solar power 
station

A large power station that uses the Sun to heat water to 
make steam. The steam is used to make electricity in a 
similar way to fossil fuel or nuclear power stations.

wind turbine
A kind of windmill that generates electricity using energy 
transferred by the wind.

climate change
The changes in weather that will be caused because the 
Earth is getting hotter (sometimes called ‘global 
warming’). 

efficiency A way of saying how much energy something wastes.

fuel
A substance that contains a store of chemical or nuclear 
energy that can easily be transferred.

Fuels store energy, and this energy is transferred when the fuels burn. 

Fossil fuels:
• are made from plants and animals that were trapped in mud and rocks 

millions of years ago
• include coal, oil and natural gas
• are non-renewable (they take millions of years to form, and so will run 

out)
• produce gases that cause pollution and global warming when burnt
• are relatively cheap to obtain
• originally got their energy from the Sun. The plants that became coal, oil 

and natural gas got their energy from the Sun, and the animals that 
became oil and natural gas got their energy from plants, which got their 
energy from the Sun

Electricity is not a fuel. It has to be generated using other energy resources.

Renewable and non-renewable?

Renewable sources of energy include solar, wind, tidal, wave, biofuels, 
geothermal and hydroelectricity. 
They do not produce harmful gases or contribute to global warming, but are 
often more expensive than using fossil fuels. Renewable sources will not run 
out, but are not always available.

Coal, oil and natural gas are non renewable energy sources because they 
cannot be replaced at the rate that humans use them.
Nuclear fuel is also non-renewable and nuclear power stations produce 
dangerous waste materials.

Fuels Law of conservation of energy

Types of energy

• Energy can be stored, for example energy is stored in the chemical 
substances in food, petrol and cells (batteries). We call this chemical 
energy.

• Many machines allow energy stores to be transferred into energy in 
other ways. For example, moving objects store energy in the form of 
Kinetic energy.

• Energy in hot objects can be a store of thermal energy.

• Energy is stored whenever something springy is squashed, stretched, 
bent or twisted, such as an elastic band. We call this elastic potential 
energy.

• Anything in a high position stores energy, which is called gravitational 
potential energy. This object is transferred again when the object falls, 
usually as kinetic energy.

• Energy is stored inside all materials. Some materials can transfer this 
energy in nuclear power stations. This is atomic, or nuclear energy.

When energy is transferred, it is not used up. Energy cannot be 
created or destroyed: it can only be transferred and stored in 
different ways. This is called the law of conservation of energy.


